
If you are:

And You:

Benefits of becoming an ERMCO Traveling Team Memeber:

TRAVELING PROJECT MANAGER OR FOREMAN

You could be the next

Adaptable - willing to travel and live in different locations as well 
as work with different project types and partnering teams.

Like variety – ERMCO performs all types of projects that vary greatly in size, 
scope and market all across the country.

Work well with others - while representing ERMCO and our values as you work 
throughout the country, you also need to be flexible to how our partners operate.

Tech friendly - enjoy working with the latest software needed for 
communicating wherever you are in the country.

Self motivated - driven to see projects and tasks all the way 
through the project life-cycle.

A problem solver – you excel at identifying issues, analyzing 
possible solutions and deciding on the best course of action.

Innovative – passionate about experimenting and finding more 
efficient ways to do things.

Communicate effectively – with partners, customers, team members and vendors.

ERMCO completes projects across the United States, and becoming one of our traveling project 
managers or foremen entails overseeing assigned projects outside of our central Indiana base. 
Traveling team members must excel in leadership, ensure that project teams operate efficiently, 
adhere to our safety and quality standards, and maintain clear communication with clients, our 
partners and ERMCO. Taking on a traveling role requires adaptability and a commitment to upholding 
ERMCO's reputation for excellence across diverse geographic areas.

Housing, travel and 
additional cost of 

living support. 

Comprehensive and 
ongoing training to 
help you succeed in 

your career.

Field employees receive benefits 
provided by the union colletive 

bargaining agreement including 
pension and insurance.

Overhead employees recieve benefits 
including healthcare, dental, vision, 

401k, and life insurance and eligibility 
in the employee stock ownership plan.

Interested? Contact Rebecca Moore at 317-423-3838 or rmoore@ermco.com today!


